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Examples of networks

Internet (a)
citation network (b)
World Wide Web (c)

(b) (c)
(a)

(d)(e)

sexual network (d)
food web (e)
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Networks of the real-world (1)
Information networks:

World Wide Web: hyperlinks
Citation networks
Blog networks

Social networks: people + 
interactios

Organizational networks
Communication networks 
Collaboration networks
Sexual networks 
Collaboration networks

Technological networks:
Power grid
Airline, road, river networks
Telephone networks
Internet
Autonomous systems

Florence families Karate club network

Collaboration networkFriendship network
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Networks of the real-world (2)

Biological networks
metabolic networks
food web
neural networks
gene regulatory 
networks

Language networks
Semantic networks

Software networks
…

Yeast protein
interactions

Semantic network

Language network XFree86 network
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Traditional approach
Sociologists were first to study networks:

Study of patterns of connections between 
people to understand functioning of the 
society
People are nodes, interactions are edges 
Questionares are used to collect link data 
(hard to obtain, inaccurate, subjective)
Typical questions: Centrality and connectivity

Limited to small graphs (~10 nodes) and 
properties of individual nodes and edges
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Motivation: New approach (1)

Large networks (e.g., web, internet, on-line 
social networks) with millions of nodes
Many traditional questions not useful anymore: 

Traditional: What happens if a node u is removed? 
Now: What percentage of nodes needs to be 
removed to affect network connectivity?

Focus moves from a single node to study of 
statistical properties of the network as a whole
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Motivation: New approach (2)

How the network “looks like” even if I can’t look 
at it?
Need statistical methods and tools to quantify 
large networks
3 parts/goals:

Statistical properties of large networks
Models that help understand these properties
Predict behavior of networked systems based on 
measured structural properties and local rules 
governing individual nodes
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How to generate a graph?

What is the simplest way to generate a 
graph?
Random graph model (Erdos-Renyi
model, Poisson random graph model):

Given n vertices connect each pair i.i.d. with 
probability p

How good (“realistic”) is this graph 
generator?
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Outline

Mining:
What are the statistical properties of 
static and time evolving networks?

Modeling:
How do we build models of network 
generations of evolution?

Learning:
How do we do machine learning with 
graphs?

Part 1: Mining

What are statistical properties of 
networks across various 

domains?
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Small-world effect (1)
Six degrees of separation [Milgram 60s]

Random people in Nebraska were asked to send letters to 
stockbrokes in Boston
Letters can only be passed to first-name acquantices
Only 25% letters reached the goal
But they reached it in about 6 steps

Measuring path lengths: 
Diameter (longest shortest path): max dij
Effective diameter: distance at which 90% of all connected 
pairs of nodes can be reached
Mean geodesic (shortest) distance l

or

12

Small-world effect (2)

Distribution of 
shortest path lengths 
Microsoft Messenger 
network 

180 million people
1.3 billion edges
Edge if two people 
exchanged at least 
one message in one 
month period
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Small-world effect (3)
If number of vertices within distance r grows 
exponentially with r, then mean shortest path length l
increases as log n
Implications:

Information (viruses) spread quickly
Erdos numbers are small
Peer to peer networks (for navigation purposes)

Shortest paths exists 
Humans are able to find the paths:

People only know their friends
People do not have the global knowledge of the network

This suggests something special about the structure of 
the network

On a random graph short paths exists but no one would be able 
to find them
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Degree distributions (1)
Let pk denote a fraction of nodes with degree k
We can plot a histogram of pk vs. k
In a (Erdos-Renyi) random graph degree 
distribution follows Poisson distribution
Degrees in real networks are heavily skewed to 
the right
Distribution has a long tail of values that are far 
above the mean
Power-law [Faloutsos et al], Zipf’s law, Pareto’s 
law, Long tail
Many things follow Power-law:

Amazon sales,
word length distribution, 
Wealth, Earthquakes, …
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Degree distributions (2)

Many real world 
networks contain 
hubs: highly 
connected nodes
We can easily 
distinguish between 
exponential and 
power-law tail by 
plotting on log-lin
and log-log axis
Power-law is a line
on log-log plot

Degree distribution in a blog network
(plot the same data using different scales)
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Power-law:
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Poisson vs. Scale-free network

Poisson network Scale-free (power-law) network

Function is 
scale free if:
f(ax) = b f(x)

(Erdos-Renyi random graph)

Degree distribution is Poisson

Degree 
distribution is 
Power-law
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Network resilience (1)
We observe how the 
connectivity (length of the 
paths) of the network 
changes as the vertices get 
removed
Vertices can be removed:

Uniformly at random
In order of decreasing degree

It is important for 
epidemiology

Removal of vertices 
corresponds to vaccination
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Network resilience (2)
Real-world networks are resilient to random attacks

One has to remove all web-pages of degree > 5 to disconnect the web
But this is a very small percentage of web pages

Random network has better resilience to targeted attacks 

Fraction of removed nodes
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Fraction of removed nodes

Internet (Autonomous systems)

Random
removal

Preferential
removal
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Community structure
Most social networks show 
community structure

groups have higher density of edges 
within than accross groups
People naturally divide into groups 
based on interests, age, occupation, 
…

How to find communities:
Spectral clustering (embedding into a 
low-dim space)
Hierarchical clustering based on 
connection strength
Combinatorial algorithms (min cut 
style formulations)
Block models
Diffusion methods Friendship network of 

children in a school

20

Spectral properties

Eigenvalues of 
graph adjacency 
matrix follow a 
power law
Network values 
(components of 
principal 
eigenvector) also 
follow a power-law 
[Chakrabarti et al]
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What about evolving graphs?

Conventional wisdom/intuition:
Constant average degree: the number of 
edges grows linearly with the number of 
nodes
Slowly growing diameter: as the network 
grows the distances between nodes grow
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Networks over time: Densification
A simple question: What is the relation  
between the number of nodes and the  
number of edges in a network over time?
Let:

N(t) … nodes at time t
E(t) … edges at time t

Suppose that:
N(t+1) = 2 * N(t)

Q: what is your guess for 
E(t+1) =? 2 * E(t)

A: over-doubled!
But obeying the Densification Power Law [KDD05]
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Networks over time: Densification

Networks are denser over time 
The number of edges grows 
faster than the number of nodes 
– average degree is increasing

a … densification exponent 
1 ≤ a ≤ 2:

a=1: linear growth – constant out-
degree (assumed in the literature so 
far)
a=2: quadratic growth – clique

Internet

Citations

log N(t)

lo
g 

E(
t)

a=1.2

a=1.7

log N(t)
lo

g 
E(

t)
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Densification & degree distribution
How does densification affect 
degree distribution?
Densification:
Degree distribution: pk=kγ
Given densification exponent a, 
the degree exponent is [TKDD07]:

(a) For γ=const over time, we obtain 
densification only for 1<γ<2, and then 
it holds: γ=a/2
(b) For γ<2 degree distribution 
evolves according to:

γ(t)

γ(t)

Case (a): Degree exponent 
γ is constant over time. The 

network densifies, a=1.2

Case (b): Degree exponent 
γ evolves over time. The 
network densifies, a=1.6

time t

time t
Given: densification a, number of nodes n
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Shrinking diameters

Intuition and prior work say 
that distances between the 
nodes slowly grow as the 
network grows (like log n):

d ~ O(log N)
d ~ O(log log N)

Diameter Shrinks/Stabilizes 
over time

as the network grows the 
distances between nodes 
slowly decrease [KDD 05]

Internet

Citations

time
di
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di

am
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er

size of the graph
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Properties hold in many graphs
These patterns can be observed in many real 
world networks:

World wide web [Barabasi]
On-line communities [Holme, Edling, Liljeros]
Who call whom telephone networks [Cortes]
Internet backbone – routers [Faloutsos, Faloutsos, Faloutsos]
Movies to actors network [Barabasi]
Science citations [Leskovec, Kleinberg, Faloutsos]
Click-streams [Chakrabarti]
Autonomous systems [Faloutsos, Faloutsos, Faloutsos]
Co-authorship [Leskovec, Kleinberg, Faloutsos]
Sexual relationships [Liljeros]
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Part 2: Models
We saw properties

How do we find models?

28

(Erdos-Renyi) Random graph
Also known as Poisson random graphs or 
Bernoulli graphs [Erdos&Renyi, 60s]

Given n vertices connect each pair i.i.d. with 
probability p

Two variants:
Gn,p: graph with m edges appears with probability 
pm(1-p)M-m, where M=0.5n(n-1) is the max number of 
edges
Gn,m: graphs with n nodes, m edges

Very rich mathematical theory: many properties 
are exactly solvable
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Properties of random graphs

Degree distribution is Poisson since the 
presence and absence of edges is 
independent

Giant component: average degree k=2m/n:
k=1-ε: all components are of  size Ω(log n)
k=1+ε: there is 1 component of  size Ω(n)

All others are of size Ω(log n)
They are a tree plus an edge, i.e., cycles

Diameter: log n / log k
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Subgraphs in random graphs
Expected number of 

subgraphs H(v,e) in Gn,p is
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Preferential attachment
But, random graphs have Poisson degree distribution
Let’s find a better model

Preferential attachment [Price 1965, Albert & Barabasi
1999]:

Add a new node, create m out-links
Probability of linking a node ki is 

proportional to its degree
Based on Herbert Simon’s result

Power-laws arise from “Rich get richer” (cumulative advantage)
Examples (Price 1965 for modeling citations):

Citations: new citations of a paper are proportional to the number 
it already has

32

Preferential attachment
Leads to power-law degree 
distributions

But: 
all nodes have equal (constant) out-
degree
one needs a complete knowledge of the 
network

There are many generalizations and 
variants, but the preferential 
selection is the key ingredient that 
leads to power-laws

3−∝ kpk
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Edge copying model
But, preferential attachment does not have 
communities
Copying model [Kleinberg et al, 99]:

Add a node and choose k the number of edges to add
With prob. β select k random vertices and link to them
With prob. 1-β edges are copied from a randomly 
chosen node

Generates power-law degree distributions with 
exponent 1/(1-β)
Generates communities

34

Community guided attachment
But, we want to 
model/explain 
densification in networks

Assume community 
structure
One expects many 
within-group friendships 
and fewer cross-group 
ones
Community guided 
attachment [KDD05]

Self-similar university 
community structure

CS Math Drama Music

Science Arts

University
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Community guided attachment
Assuming cross-community linking probability 

The Community Guided Attachment leads to 
Densification Power Law with exponent

a … densification exponent
b … community tree branching factor
c … difficulty constant, 1 ≤ c ≤ b

If c = 1: easy to cross communities
Then: a=2, quadratic growth of edges – near clique

If c = b: hard to cross communities
Then: a=1, linear growth of edges – constant out-degree

36

Forest Fire Model
Want to model graphs that density and 
have shrinking diameters
Intuition:

How do we meet friends at a party?
How do we identify references when 
writing papers?
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Forest Fire Model
The Forest Fire model [KDD05] has 2 
parameters: 

p … forward burning probability
r … backward burning probability

The model:
Each turn a new node v arrives
Uniformly at random chooses an “ambassador” w
Flip two geometric coins to determine the number in-
and out-links of w to follow (burn)
Fire spreads recursively until it dies
Node v links to all burned nodes

38

Forest Fire Model
Forest Fire generates graphs that 
densify and have shrinking diameter

densification diameter

1.32

N(t)

E(t)

N(t)

di
am

et
er
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Forest Fire Model

Forest Fire also generates graphs with 
Power-Law degree distribution

in-degree out-degree

log count vs. log in-degree log count vs. log out-degree

40

Forest Fire: Parameter Space
Fix backward 
probability r and vary 
forward burning 
probability p
We observe a sharp 
transition between 
sparse and clique-like 
graphs
Sweet spot is very 
narrow

Sparse 
graph

Clique-like
graphIncreasing

diameter

Decreasing 
diameter

Constant
diameter
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Kronecker graphs
Want to have a model that can generate a 
realistic graph with realistic growth:

Static Patterns
Power Law Degree Distribution
Small Diameter
Power Law Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Distribution

Temporal Patterns
Densification Power Law
Shrinking/Constant Diameter

For Kronecker graphs [PKDD05] all these 
properties can actually be proven
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Starting with our intuitions from densification
Try to mimic recursive graph/community growth 
because self similarity leads to power-laws
There are many obvious (but wrong) ways:

Does not densify, has increasing diameter
Kronecker Product is a way of generating self-similar 
matrices

Idea: Recursive graph generation

Initial graph Recursive expansion
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43Adjacency matrix

Kronecker product: Graph

Intermediate stage

Adjacency matrix

(9x9)(3x3)

44

Kronecker product: Graph

Continuing multypling with G1 we 
obtain G4 and so on …

G4 adjacency matrix
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Kronecker product: Definition
The Kronecker product of matrices A and B is 
given by

We define a Kronecker product of two graphs as 
a Kronecker product of their adjacency matrices

N x M K x L

N*K x M*L 
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Kronecker graphs
We propose a growing sequence of 
graphs by iterating the Kronecker 
product

Each Kronecker multiplication 
exponentially increases the size of the 
graph
Gk has N1

k nodes and E1
k edges, so we 

get densification
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Kronecker graphs: Intuition

Intuition:
Recursive growth of graph communities
Nodes get expanded to micro communities
Nodes in sub-community link among themselves and 
to nodes from different communities
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Stochastic Kronecker graphs

Create N1×N1 probability matrix P1

Compute the kth Kronecker power Pk

For each entry puv of Pk include an 
edge (u,v) with probability puv

0.30.1
0.20.5

P1

Instance
matrix K2

0.090.030.030.01
0.060.150.020.05
0.060.020.150.05
0.040.100.100.25

P2=P1⊗P1

flip biased 
coins

Kronecker
multiplication

Probability 
of edge pij
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Properties of Kronecker graphs

We can show [PKDD05] that  Kronecker 
multiplication generates graphs that have:

Properties of static networks
Power Law Degree Distribution
Power Law eigenvalue and eigenvector distribution
Small Diameter

Properties of dynamic networks
Densification Power Law
Shrinking/Stabilizing Diameter
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The problem

We want to generate realistic networks:

P1) What are the relevant properties?
P2) What is a good analytically tractable model?
P3) How can we fit the model (find 
parameters)?

Some statistical property, 
e.g., degree distribution

Given a 
real network

Generate a 
synthetic network
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Fitting: Problem definition
Maximum likelihood estimation:

Given real graph G
Find parameter matrix Θ (e.g., 2x2 probability matrix) which

We need to (efficiently) calculate

And maximize over Θ
(e.g., by using gradient descent)
(so we will also need to the gradient)

)|( ΘGP

)|(maxarg Θ
Θ

GP
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Fitting Kronecker model
Given a graph G and Kronecker matrix Θ we 
calculate probability that Θ generated G 
P(G|Θ)

0.090.030.030.01
0.060.150.020.05
0.060.020.150.05
0.040.100.100.25

0.30.1
0.20.5

Θ
Θk

1111

1101

1010

1101

GP(G|Θ)

]),[1(],[)|(
),(),(

vuvuGP kGvukGvu
Θ−ΠΘΠ=Θ

∉∈

G
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Graphs G’ and G” should 
have the same probability
P(G’|Θ) = P(G”|Θ)
One needs to consider all 
node correspondences  σ

All correspondences are 
apriori equally likely
There are O(N!)
correspondences

Challenge 1: Node correspondence

0.090.030.030.01

0.060.150.020.05

0.060.020.150.05

0.040.100.100.25

0.30.1
0.20.5

1100

1111

1110

01011

2
3

4

2

1
4

3

)(),|()|( σσ
σ

PGPGP ∑ Θ=Θ

1111

1101

1010

1101

G’

G”

P(G’|Θ) = P(G”|Θ)

Θ
Θk

σ
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Challenge 2: calculating P(G|Θ,σ)
Assume we solved the correspondence problem
Calculating

Takes O(N2) time
Infeasible for large graphs (N ~ 105)

0.090.030.030.01
0.060.150.020.05
0.060.020.150.05
0.040.100.100.25

1100
1101
1010
1101

σ… node labeling

G
P(G|Θ, σ)

Θk

]),[1(],[)|(
),(),( vukGvuvukGvu

GP σσσσ Θ−ΠΘΠ=Θ
∉∈

σ
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Solutions
Naïvely calculating P(G|Θ) takes O(N!N2) time

We can do it in linear time O(E)
Solutions:

Solution 1:
Metropolis sampling

Solution 2:
Exploit sparsity (E << N2)
Use Taylor approximation and the structure of Kronecker 
multiplication

For details see [ICML07]

56

Convergence of fitting
Can gradient descent recover true 
parameters?
How nice (smooth, without local minima) is 
optimization space?

Generate a graph from random parameters
Start at random point and use gradient 
descent
We recover true parameters 98% of the times
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Convergence of properties
How does algorithm converge to true 
parameters with gradient descent iterations?
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Gradient descent iterations
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Autonomous systems (internet)
Fitting takes 20 minutes
_

AS graph is undirected and estimated parameter 
matrix is symmetric

AS graph (N=6500, E=26500)

Degree distribution Hop plot
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AS graph (N=6500, E=26500)
Network valueScree plot

log rank
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We slightly underestimate eigenvalues which 
could be due to disconnected components
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Epinions graph (N=76k, E=510k)

Degree distribution Hop plot

log degree
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On-line who-trusts-whom social network
Fitting takes 2 hours
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Epinions graph (N=76k, E=510k)

Network valueScree plot
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Why should you care?

Gives insight into the graph formation process:
Anomaly detection – abnormal behavior, evolution
Predictions – predicting future from the past
Simulations of new algorithms where real graphs are 
hard/impossible to collect
Graph sampling – many real world graphs are too 
large to deal with
“What if” scenarios
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Part 3: Learning
Machine learning with graphs

64

Learning with graphs

Comes in several flavors
Learning node labels

Semi-supervised learning [Zhu&Lafferty]
Learning with graphs as inputs f: G→Y

Graph kernels [Kondor&Lafferty, Gaertner]++
Extracting subgraphs [Kashima]
Creating graph theoretic features [AAAI05]

Learning structured outputs (trees, graphs)
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Labeling nodes (1)

Semi-supervised setting
Some nodes are labeled
Infer the labels of other nodes

66

Labeling nodes (2)
Assuming that the labels vary smoothly over the 
graph
Smoothness of a function over the graph is 
encoded in the spectrum of a graph Laplacian
Δ=D–W, where Wii=ΣDij

Digit recognition
Electric network
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Graphs as input
Given a set of pairs (Gi,Yi), where
Gi=(N,E), Y∈{-1,1}
We want to learn a function f: G→Y
Problem:

Given a big graph which defines the a “map”
of the world
And a subset of nodes
What can we learn from the subset?

More precisely:

web graph

… web pages

Q: what can we say about 
green and red set of pages?

68

Example from the web: the task
Given a search engine query Q and a set of 
top N search results
Using only the graph structure of the web 
(use no webpage content)
Predict:

How difficult is the query Q, i.e. how relevant are 
the results (this is not a ranking problem!)
What will user do next:

Will she specialize the query?
Will she generalize the query?

Do results contain spam pages?
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Q
Query Results Projection on the web graph

Query projection graph

Generate graphical 
features

Query connection graph

• -- -- ----
• --- --- ----
• ------ ---
• ----- --- --
• ------ -----
• ------ -----

Construct 
training set

Predictions

Web projections [WWW07]

70

Projection and connection 
and graphs

Projection graph Connection graph

Steiner nodes

Query: Yahoo search engine

Color indicates 
human rating:

Perfect
Excellent
Good
Fair
Bad
Irrelevant
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Good vs. poor result sets

Query: Medline

Good set of results
(top 20 results by 
human relevance)

Poor set of results 
(results ranked 40 to 60 by 

humans)
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Good vs. poor result sets

Query: Wisconsin

Good set of results
(top 20 results by 
human relevance)

Poor set of results 
(results ranked 40 to 60 

by humans)
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Data
Query judgments:

A set of 27,000 queries with 1.5 million search 
results (on average 56 results per query)
The results we have the relevancy judgement
(by humans) on scale 0…4

Graphs:
Web graph: sample of good web pages

21,906,256 nodes (web-pages)
344,540,107 edges (hyper-links)

Domain graph: complete domain graph
38,886,602 nodes (domains)
716,769,263 edges (links)
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Good vs. poor result sets

Project top20 search 
results (by human rating)
Project bottom20 search 
results
Binary classification 
problem:

predict whether a given 
graph is composed from top 
or bottom search results

(0.74)0.74RankNet Score

0.900.87Projection + 
Connection

0.60

0.62

0.50

URL 
Graph

0.86
Connection

Graph

0.82
Projection 

Graph

0.50Baseline 
(marginals)

Domain 
GraphAttributes

vs.

Classification 
Accuracy
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Query transitions

Predict if and how will user transform 
the query

Q: Strawberry 
shortcake

Q: Strawberry shortcake 
pictures

transition

76

Query transition

With 75% accuracy we can say whether a 
query is likely to be reformulated: 

Def: Likely reformulated p(reformulated) > 0.6
With 87% accuracy we can predict 
whether observed transition is 
specialization or generalization
With 76% we can predict whether the user 
will specialize or generalize
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Thank you!
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